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ABSTRACT

The principal effects of exposure to low doses of radiation are the
induction of cancer among exposed individuals and of genetic defects
among the descendants of the exposed individuals. Cancer nay be induced
in nearly all the tissues and organs of the body, although their relative
susceptibilities vary greatly. The most extensive body of information
on the incidence of radiation-induced cancer arose from studies involving
people exposed to relatively high doses of radiation, delivered at high dose
rates. Data on the effects of exposure to low doses (less than 50 rads),
delivered at low dose rates (less than 5 rads per year) , are scanty and
difficult to interpret. Hence the risk estimates for radiation induced
cancer at low doses can only be obtained by extrapolation from the Known
effects at high doses and high dose rates, using a suitable dose-response
model..

The applicability of three different models: linear, sublinear and
supralijiear, are discussed in this paper. Several experimental studies
tend to favour a sublinear dose-response model (linear-quadratic model)
for low-LET radiation. However, human epidemiological studies do not
exclude any of the dose-response relationships, although for certain cancers
one model appears more appropriate than the others. The risk estimates
based on linear and linear quadratic dose-response models are compared and
it is concluded that, for low-LET radiation, the linear dose-response model would
probably over-estimate the actual risk of cancer by a factor of two or more.

RESUME

Les principales sequelles de I1 exposition aux rayonnements 1 faible dose
peuvent §tre le cancer chez les personnes qui y ont ite exposees et des
dgfectuosites genStiques chez les descendants de ces personnes exposees.
La cancer peut §tre provoqut dans presque tous les tissus et organes du corps
humain, quoique leurs predispositions relatives varient grandement. L" in-
formation la plus complete sur la frequence du cancer cause par des rayonnements
provient d'Studes impliquant des personnes exposees a de fortes doses de
rayonnements recues 1 des taux glevgs. les donnees sur les effets d1 exposition
a faible dose (moins de 50 rads), recue H un taux bas (moins de 5 rads par
annee) sent peu frequentes et difficiles a interpreter. Ainsi les estimations
de risque de cancer du" aux rayonnements 3. faibles doses doivent Stre obtenues
par extrapolation a" partir des effets connus de fortes doses a taux Sieves,
en utilisant un modSle de dose-effet convenable.

L1 application de trois types differents de modules: le lineaire, le sous-lineaire
et le surlinSaire, est discutee dans cet expose. Plusieurs Etudes experimen-
tales tendent a favoriser le models de la dose-effet sous-lineaire (modele
lineaire quadratique) pour les rayonnements a faible transfert d'energie li-
neaire. Cependant les Studes epidemiologiques n'excluent pas aucune des
relations dose-effet, bien que, pour certains cancers un mcdSle semble plus
approprie1 que les autres. Des estimations de risque basees sur les modeles
dose-effet lineaires et lineaires quadratiques sent comparies, nous permettant
d'arriver S la conclusion que pour les rayonnements 3 faible transfert d'energie
lineaire, le nodSle dose-effet lineaire surestimerait probablement le risque
de cancer par un facteur de deux ou plus.



DOSE-RESPONSE RELATIONSHIPS AND RISK ESTIMATES
FOR THE INDUCTION OF CANCER DUE TO

LOW DOSES OF LOW-LET RADIATION

This presentation is restricted primarily to the carcinoeenic effects of

exposure to low levels of low-LET radiation. The low-LET radiation refers

to sparsely-ionising x-rays, and beta and gamma radiation. "Low-level" is a

relative term, and whether a particular dose or dose rate is considered "low"

may depend on several factors, such as on the person making the judgement, the

source and the type of radiation. In this presentation, the term "low-level"

is used as referring to either whole body doses up to about 5 rads per year,

single doses of up to 10 rads, or cumulative doses up to about 50 rads.

The principal late effects of ex—sure to low levels of ionising radiation are

the induction of cancers among the exposed individuals and of genetic defects

among the descendants of the exposed individuals. Cancer may be induced in

nearly all the tissues and organs of the body, although their relative siuscepti-

bilities vary greatly.

The most extensive information on the incidence of radiation induced cancer

involved people exposed to relatively high doses of radiation, delivered at

high dose rates. For example, the survivors of the nuclear ex losion in Hiroshima

and Nagasaki were exposed to up to about 600 rads within a very short time, and

the British patients treated with x-rays for ankylosing spondilitis received

about 250 to 3000 rads at high dose rates. The fluoroscopy of tuberculosis

patients resulted in up to several hundreds of rads of breast dose:.

Data on the effects of chronic exposure to low levels of radiation, delivered at

low dose-rates, are scanty and difficult to interpret. He.nce the risk estimates

for radi^cion induced cancer at low doses can only be obtained by extrapolation

from known effects at high doses and high dose rates.
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Dose-Response Relationships

The extrapolation of the cancer risk from high doses to low doses may be carried

out using a linear, sublinear or a supralinear dose-response model, as shown in Fig-

ure 1. All the models assume no threshold dose below which the radiation exposure

is harmless. The linear model assumes that the radiation-induced cancer per unit

dose is the same at all doses, regardless of the dose-rates (curve a). In the sub-

linear model, the excess cancer per unit dose is assumed to decrease with decreasing

dose; in other words, the risk of cancer per unit dose is less at low doses than at

high doses. Two commonly used models, linear-quadratic and quadratic, fall

within the sublinear category. The quadratic model assumes that the response is

proportional to the square of the dose. The linear-quadratic model assumes that

the response is directly proportional to the total dose at low doses, plus a

quadratic response which is significant at intermediate and high doses. The quadratic

component in the linear-quadratic model becomes negligible at low dose rates,

leaving only the linear component (curve b). In the supralinear model, the

excess cancer per unit dose is assumed to increase with decreasing dose (curve c).

Because of the inadequacy of human epidemiological data to decide which of the

above models is correct, several experiments have been conducted in a wide

variety of biological systems, such as cells in vitro, plants and animals, to

determine the precise shape of the dose-response relationship for many biological

end points. The results indicate that the dose-response relationship cannot

be adequately described by a single model. The applicability of the model depends

on factors such as the kind of cancer, the type of species and the dose and dose-

rate, levels. However, most experiments tended to support the linear-quadratic

model.

Figures 2, 3 and 4 are a few examples of the applicability of the linear-quadratic

model. Figure 2 represents chromosome abnormalities induced in human lymphocytes

exposed to x-radiation, with doses ranging from 5 to 800 rads. Figure 3 represents

the induced pink mutations in Tradescantia (spider wort), down to a quarter of a
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rad (250 mrad) of x-radiation. The data in Figure 4 demonstrates the linear-

quadratic dose-response relationship for the incidence of ovarian tumors in

mice exposed at high (45 rads per minute) and low (8.3 rads per day or 6 mrad

per minute) dose-rates. Clearly the effect is a function of the dose-rate,

with high dose-rates being more effective. The dose-rate effectiveness as for

a variety of biological end points in experimental animals are summarized in

Table 1. The table reveals that the ratio of the dose causing a given level

of effect at low dose-rate and the dose causing the same level of effect at

high dose-rate, varies between about two and ten (̂i

The data on human populations exposed to low doses are much more difficult to

interpret and fall short of demonstrating a clear dose-response relation-

ship. However, some data tend to favour one model over the other.

At intermediate and high doses, Figure 5 represents the leukemia incidence among

the Hiroshima and Nagasaki populations. The Hiroshima data is not appropriate for

this discussion because a large component of the dose is thought to be from fast neutrons

(high-LET radiation) for which a different dose-response shape is expected. On the

other hand, the exposures in Nagasaki were essentially due to pure gamma radiation.

The total number of leukemias among the Nagasaki population was only about 16, hence

the statistics are poor, but on the surface, the curve for the Nagasaki population

seems to be consistent with the linear-quadratic relationship, although one could

also accommodate a linear relationship here.

The breast cancer incidence among fluoroscopy patients appears to favour a linear

dose-response model, although a linear-quadratic model could not be overruled

(Figure 0).

The data on thyroid cancer on thymus irradiated U.S. population are suggestive of

a linear-quadratic relationship between the incidence and the radiaticn dose, how-

ever, a linear proportionality could also be accomodated.'*)

The data on cancer induced in other organs by low-LET radiation, such as in the

lungs, bone and digestive system, are very limited and are not adequate for indic-

ating the most appropriate dose-response model.
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The supralinear model for low-LET radiation effects, as suggested by some

controversial studies , has not been accepted by prestigious

scientific groups such as the Advisory Committee on Biological Effects of

Ionising Radiation (BEIR), ScientificCommittee-40 of the National Council

on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP, SC-40) and the United Nations

Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) , because

none of these studies were deemed sufficiently extensive4 complete or free

from methodological uncertainties.

Risk Estimation

The widely accepted risk estimates for radiation induced cancer are derived

by scientific groups such as the BEIR Committee and UNSCEAR. The risk

estimates in the BEIR 1972(6) and the UNSCEAR 1977(7) reports are based on

the linear dose-response model. But the latest report of the BEIR Committee,
(8)

BEIR 1980 , favoured the use of the linear-quadratic dose-response model for

risk estimation.

Table 2 summarises the risk estimates obtained from linear and linear-quadratic

models for leukemia and other fatal cancers due to low-LET radiation. The

data indicate that, for both males and females, the linear model overestimates

the risk by a factor of about 2 over the linear-quadratic model estimates.

A comparison of the risk estimates in the BEIR and UNSCEAR reports is given

in Table 3. It is interesting to note that, despite the use of different

models, the estimates in the various reports differ only by a factor of less

than two.
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TABLE 1

THE DOSE-RATE EFFECTIVENESS (DREF) FOR A VARIETY^
OF BIOLOGICAL END POINTS IN EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS*

Animal Data Author Dose Rate DREF**

Life Shortening RFM famale
mice

Life shortening BALB/c
female

Myeloid leukemia in RF male
mica

Myeloid leukemia in E?
female mice

Dllrich and Storer
1978a

Ullrich and Storer
1978a

Upton et al. 1970

Upton et al. 1970

45 rad min" -vs
8.3 rad d

45 rad min vs
8.3 rad d

80 rad min vs
0.004-0.06 rad min

7 rad min vs
0.0004-0.07 rad min

-1

2.1

2.0

6.7

2.3

Thymic lumphoma in RFH
female mice

Ovarian tumors - RFH
female mice

Ovarian tumors - BALE/c
females

Thyroid tumors in rats

MaramaxY tumors, Sprague-
Dawley female rats

Pituitary tumors - RFM
mice

Harderian gland - RFM
mice

Lung adenocarcinomas
BALB/c

Mammary adenocarcinomas-
BALB/c

Life shortening in
beagles

Ullrich and storer,
1978a

Ullrich and Storer,
1978a

Doniach, 1963

Shellaburger and
Brown 1972

Ullrich and Storer,
1978a

Ullrich and Storer,
1978a

Ullrich and Storer
1978a

Ullrich and Storer

Anderson and Rosen-
blatt, 1969,
Casarett and Eddy
1968

45 rad min vs
8.3 rad d

45 rad min vs
8.3 rad d

45 rad min vs
8.3 rad d

150 rad min vs
1 rad min

10 rad min vs
0.3 rad min"

a. % mammary neoplasms
b. % adenocarcinomas
c. tumors/rat

45 rad min vs
8.3 rad d

45 rad min vs
8.3 rad d"1

45 rad rain vs
8.3 rad d

45 rad min" vs
i-l8.3 rad d'

8 rad min" vs 0.006
0.06 rad min"

6.4

4.6

6.7

10

1.1
4.4
2

5.4

3.3

2.8

1.9

12.8

Life shortening in mice Grahn and Sacher
1968j Grahn 1970.

several strains
50 rad d"1 vs .3 rad
d"1

10

Life shortening in RFM
mice

Leukemia in LAF female
mice

Upton et al 1967

Grahn et al. 1972

6.7 rad min vs
0.0004 rad d"1

a. males
b. females

20-20.2 rad min"1 vs
0.01-0.06 rad min"1

10
6.6

DREF is the ratio of the dose causing a given level of effect a low dose-rate and
the dose causing the same level of effect at high dose-rate.

•Adapted from NCRP Report 64 ( 1 ) in w h i c h the ^dividual r e f 6 r e n c e s m a v a i l a b l e .



TABLE 2

RISK ESTIMATFS FROM LINEAR AND
LINEAR-QUADRATIC MODELS FOR LOW-LET RADIATION

(expressed in excess cancers per million person-rad)

Type of Cancer

Leukemia

All other fatal
cancers

Total fatal
cancers

Risk Estimates by different models

Linear-Quadratic

Male

2',

42

69

Female

19

65

84

Linear

Male

57

92

149

Female

38

147

185

(8)
Adapted from Tables V-16, V-17, V-19 and V-20 of BEIR 1980
The risk estimates are based on the absolute risk model and on
the basis of a single exposure of IP rads.



TABLE 3

ESTIMATES FOR TOTAL RISK OF ALL FATAL CANCERS
AS OBTAINED FROM BEIR AND UNSCEAR REPORTS

Source of Estimate

BEIR 1972

UNSCEAR 1977

BEIR 1980

Dose-Response Model

Linear

Linear

Linear-Quadratic

Risk
Excess f a t a l cancers
per 10 person-rad

117

100

77

Adapted from Table V-25, p. 265 of BEIR 1980. The risk estimates are
based on the absolute risk model. The UNSCEAR (7) estimate is the most
probable average value of the range of 75 - 175 excess cancers per one
million person-rad.



FIGURE 1
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Possible modes of extrapolations to low doses.
(Adapted from reference 1)



FIGURE 2
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Frequencies of dicentrics in human lymphocytes exposed to
X- radiation doses ranging from 5 to 800 rads (250 kVp x-rays)
(Adapted from reference 1)



FIGURE 3
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( Adapted from reference 1)



FIGURE 4
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Incidence of ovarian tumors in RFM mice after Cs gamma
ray irradiation. Solid circles represent a dose-rate of
45 rad min~l an& the open circles represent 8.3 rad per day
(Adapted from reference 1)



FIGURE 5
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Incidence of leukemia in Nagasaki and Hiroshima.Total leukemia
versus total dose to marrow.( Adapted from reference 1)



FIGURE 6
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